
Portuguese hotel among the 50 most popular bike hotels in Europe 

- mtb-hotels.info Award 2021 honours the 50 best hotels for mountain biking 

- Europe's most popular bike hotel is located in Austria 

- A Portuguese hotel is represented in the Top 50 

(12.05.2021, Friedburg, Austria) - Europe's most popular bike hotel is located in Austria. This is the 

result of the evaluation of the first mtb-hotels.info Award. A total of 690 bike hotels from five 

European countries were evaluated by the editorial team of the German-speaking platform 

www.mtb-hotels.info. Hotel Annelies (Austria) triumphed, followed by Hotel Salzburger Hof (Austria) 

and Hotel SantaLucia (Italy). Also a hotel from a non-German-speaking country has made it into the 

top 50: Da Silva Bike Camp from Lourinhã (Portugal) came in a strong 32th place. 

For the mtb-hotels.info Award 2021, the criteria of facilities, service and guest opinions of 690 bike 

hotels were evaluated in detail. The final ranking is based on the total number of points for all 

factors. The ratings of the mtb-hotels.info users as well as the 3 major rating portals Google, 

TripAdvisor and HolidayCheck are included in the ranking. A special feature is the self-developed "no-

fake factor", which relates the number of bad reviews of each hotel to the number of its rooms. This 

value cannot be distorted by the hotel operators marketing. 

The top 10 European bike hotels: 

1. Hotel Annelies / Austria / www.mtb-hotels.info/hotel-annelies 

2. Hotel Salzburger Hof Leogang / Austria / www.mtb-hotels.info/salzburger-hof-leogang 

3. Aktiv Hotel SantaLucia / Italy / www.mtb-hotels.info/aktivhotel-santalucia 

4. Das Naturhotel Chesa Valisa / Austria / www.mtb-hotels.info/das-naturhotel-chesa-valisa 

5. Mountain Residence Montana / Italy / www.mtb-hotels.info/mountain-residence-montana 

6. Stadthotel Brunner / Austria / www.mtb-hotels.info/stadthotel-brunner 

7. Hotel Montanara / Austria / www.mtb-hotels.info/hotel-montanara 

8. Hotel Innerhofer / Italy / www.mtb-hotels.info/hotel-innerhofer 

9. Feldhof DolceVita Resort / Italy / www.mtb-hotels.info/feldhof-dolcevita-resort 

10. Lindenhof Lifestyle DolceVita Resort / Italy / www.mtb-hotels.info/lindenhof-lifestyle-dolcevita-

resort 

32. Da Silva Bike Camp / Portugal / www.mtb-hotels.info/da-silva-bike-camp 

The entire ranking of the mtb-hotels.info Award 2021: www.mtb-hotels.info/award 

About mtb-hotels.info 

With 690 registered bike hotels and accommodations, mtb-hotels.info is one of the most 

comprehensive comparison platforms in Europe. mtb-hotels.info was founded in 2019 by a small 

company which is based in Friedburg (Austria). The entry and presentation of bike hotels on mtb-

hotels.info including all data, pictures and texts is completely free of charge for hoteliers. Another 

advantage that is positively received by hotel operators: mtb-hotels.info works without any booking 

commissions. The portal earns revenue through premium entries and additional marketing products. 

Portuguese hotels which are perfect for mountain biking can register for free at www.mtb-

hotels.info/register. 
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